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Max!lifetime!(mC/cm2)! 7,100! 97! 22!


























































Minimum& Average& Maximum& Minimum& Average& Maximum&
Diamond#Like#Carbon#
ACFC#




6# 302# 334# 356# 0.092# 1666.529# 6952.879#
Microcrystalline#Diamond#
ORNL#
15# 265# 329# 463# 94.000# 912.849# 2561.337#
Nanocrystalline#Diamond#
ORNL#
41# 265# 317# 391# 48.600# 1180.642# 3177.000#
TRIUMF# 1# N/A# N/A# N/A# 9# 16.000# 9#
HBC#
KEK#9#Sugai#
2# 340# 345# 350# 39.822# 711.121# 1382.420#
Nanocrystalline#Diamond#
BlueWave#Semiconductor#

































































































































































































































































































































































1143# ND# U*50# No# 17#x#45# 17#x#35# 368.0# 925.00# 2010# 536.477# 1.018#
1443# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 326.0# 925.00# 1646# 426.289# 0.931#
1437# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 326.0# 925.00# 2120# 553.787# 0.881#
1439# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 326.0# 925.00# 2162# 545.575# 0.846#
1467# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 344.0# 925.00# 1405# 360.886# 0.839#
1477# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 320.0# 925.00# 1666# 428.094# 0.845#
1497# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 344.0# 925.00# 1614# 414.645# 0.835#
1508# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#28# 344.0# 925.00# 1294# 332.383# 0.837#




After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 368.0# 925.00# 2271# 583.597# 1.044#
1495# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 356.0# 918.51# 2245# 568.086# 1.036#
B1674# BD# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 356.0# 910.80# 2480# 616.980# 1.034#





















































1792# ND# U*100# After# 17#x#45# 17#x#30# 320.0# 910.80# 1633# 425.464# 0.870#
1501& ND& U*100& After& 17#x#45& 17#x#30& 320.0& 910.80& 1925& 501.637# 0.873#
1554& ND& U*100& No& 17#x#45& 17#x#30& 368.0& 910.80& 1884& 477.819# 0.866#
1822& ND& U*100& Before& 17#x#45& 17#x#30& 352.0& 910.80& 1869& 478.485# 0.917#
1839& ND& U*100& Before& 17#x#45& 17#x#29.5& 352.0& 910.80& 1842& 483.819# 1.398#
HBC#
B*2.3& HBC& *& No& 17#x#25& 17#x#25& 350.0& 910.80& 1382& 358.293# 0.862#
1862& ND& U*100& Before& 17#x#45& 17#x#30.5& 364.0& 910.80& 2582& 669.223# 0.868#
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14,550# 97# 150:1# 97# 14,550# 1:150#
14,900# 149# 100:1# 149# 14,900# 1:100#
14,650# 293# 50:1# 293# 14,650# 1:50#
14,860# 743# 20:1# 743# 14,860# 1:20#
14,955# 997# 15:1# 997# 14,955# 1:15#
14,990# 1,499# 10:1# 1,499# 14,990# 1:10#
14,913# 1,657# 9:1# 1,657# 14,913# 1:9#
14,984# 1,873# 8:1# 1,873# 14,984# 1:8#
14,987# 2,141# 7:1# 2,141# 14,987# 1:7#
14,862# 2,477# 6:1# 2,477# 14,862# 1:6#













































































































































































































































































































































































































































#1S# 0.272# 0.017# 5.0# #
0.094#
#2S# 0.640# 0.040# Spot##1#+#5.0# 0.220#
#3S# 1.120# 0.070# Spot##2#+#5.0# 0.385#
#4S# 1.600# 0.100# Spot##3#+#5.0# 0.550#
#5S# 2.160# 0.135# Spot##4#+#5.0# 0.743#
#6S# 2.720# 0.170# Spot##5#+#5.0# 0.936#
#7S# 3.200# 0.200# Spot##6#+#5.0# 1.101#
#8S# 3.760# 0.235# Spot##7#+#5.0# 1.293#
#9S# 4.320# 0.270# Spot##8#+#5.0# 1.486#















































































#1G# 0.272# 0.094# 0.017# 5.0# B# B#
#2G# 0.640# 0.220# 0.040# 10.0# 0.074# 0.025#
#3G# 1.120# 0.385# 0.070# 15.0# 0.085# 0.029#
#4G# 1.600# 0.550# 0.100# 20.0# 0.089# 0.030#
#5G# 2.160# 0.743# 0.135# 25.0# 0.094# 0.032#
#6G# 2.720# 0.936# 0.170# 30.0# 0.098# 0.034#
#7G# 3.200# 1.101# 0.200# 35.0# 0.098# 0.034#
#8G# 3.760# 1.293# 0.235# 40.0# 0.100# 0.034#
#9G# 4.320# 1.486# 0.270# 45.0# 0.101# 0.035#





































































#1N# 0.272# 0.017# 0.094# 5.0#
#2N# 0.640# 0.040# 0.220# 5.0#
#3N# 1.120# 0.070# 0.385# 5.0#
#4N# 1.600# 0.100# 0.550# 5.0#
#5N# 2.160# 0.135# 0.743# 5.0#
#6N# 2.720# 0.170# 0.936# 5.0#
#7N# 3.200# 0.200# 1.101# 5.0#
#8N# 3.760# 0.235# 1.293# 5.0#
#9N# 4.320# 0.270# 1.486# 5.0#






































































































































































Equation'3.4' εD %+%ρD %+%τD %= %1#
or#






































































































#1# 0.272# 0.094# 0.827# 0.173#
#2# 0.640# 0.220# 0.771# 0.229#
#3# 1.120# 0.385# 0.673# 0.327#
#4# 1.600# 0.550# 0.538# 0.462#
#5# 2.160# 0.743# 0.293# 0.707#
#6# 2.720# 0.936# 0.034# 0.966#
#7# 3.200# 1.101# 0.019# 0.981#
#8# 3.760# 1.293# 0.031# 0.969#
#9# 4.320# 1.486# 0.006# 0.994#

















#1# 0.272# 0.094# 0.821# 0.179#
#2# 0.640# 0.220# 0.766# 0.234#
#3# 1.120# 0.385# 0.667# 0.333#
#4# 1.600# 0.550# 0.518# 0.482#
#5# 2.160# 0.743# 0.351# 0.649#
#6# 2.720# 0.936# 0.203# 0.797#
#7# 3.200# 1.101# 0.190# 0.810#
#8# 3.760# 1.293# 0.192# 0.808#
#9# 4.320# 1.486# 0.172# 0.828#

















#1# 0.272# 0.094# 0.818# 0.182#
#2# 0.640# 0.220# 0.757# 0.243#
#3# 1.120# 0.385# 0.660# 0.340#
#4# 1.600# 0.550# 0.511# 0.489#
#5# 2.160# 0.743# 0.340# 0.660#
#6# 2.720# 0.936# 0.199# 0.801#
#7# 3.200# 1.101# 0.188# 0.812#
#8# 3.760# 1.293# 0.188# 0.812#
#9# 4.320# 1.486# 0.170# 0.831#


















#1# 0.272# 0.094# 0.822# 0.168#
#2# 0.640# 0.220# 0.754# 0.246#
#3# 1.120# 0.385# 0.659# 0.341#
#4# 1.600# 0.550# 0.508# 0.492#
#5# 2.160# 0.743# 0.332# 0.768#
#6# 2.720# 0.936# 0.180# 0.820#
#7# 3.200# 1.101# 0.178# 0.822#
#8# 3.760# 1.293# 0.175# 0.825#
#9# 4.320# 1.486# 0.154# 0.846#




















Blackbody# 0.999# B# B# B#
Foil# 0.135# B# B# B#
#1# 0.176# 0.272# 0.101# 0.094#
#2# 0.241# 0.640# 0.242# 0.220#
#3# 0.340# 1.120# 0.440# 0.385#
#4# 0.489# 1.600# 0.629# 0.550#
#5# 0.660# 2.160# 0.849# 0.743#
#6# 0.801# 2.720# 1.069# 0.936#
#7# 0.812# 3.200# 1.258# 1.101#
#8# 0.812# 3.760# 1.478# 1.293#
#9# 0.831# 4.320# 1.698# 1.486#


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Spot$#1$ 1540.57$ 1568.90$ 1540.57$ 1568.90$
Spot$#2$ 1534.45$ 1566.84$ 1530.37$ 1573.01$
Spot$#3$ 1520.15$ 1577.12$ 1526.28$ 1570.95$
Spot$#4$ 1540.57$ 1573.01$ 1550.76$ 1583.29$
Spot$#5$ 1548.72$ 1587.40$ 1548.72$ 1583.29$
Spot$#6$ 1597.47$ 1585.35$ 1595.45$ 1585.35$
Spot$#7$ 1581.26$ 1581.24$ 1593.42$ 1579.18$
Spot$#8$ 1581.26$ 1575.06$ 1583.28$ 1577.12$
Spot$#9$ 1585.31$ 1579.18$ 1583.28$ 1579.18$
Spot$#10$ 1579.23$ 1575.06$ 1579.23$ 1575.06$
$ $
!!174$
$
Figure"3.19","Comparison"of"the"Gradual"and"Stair"Step"ramp"up"methods"on"
Foil"#1662"by"monitoring"the"G,band"of"graphite"with"Raman"spectroscopy."
$
$
$
Figure$3.20$=$Calculating$the$measured$difference$in$the$G=band$of$graphite$
between$the$ultraviolet$(257$nm)$and$visible$(514$nm)$Raman$spectra$of$Foil$
#1662.$ $
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reaches$approximately$2.160$mA$(SNS$equivalent$=$0.743$MW,$Spot$#5X),$the$
difference$between$the$ultraviolet$and$visible$regions$decreases.$$This$sharp$
decline$in$the$difference$between$the$G=band$position$in$the$visible$and$
ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$is$a$marker$for$the$transition$from$nanocrystalline$to$
larger$scale$graphite.$In$the$various$Raman$spectra$of$the$different$beam$
conditions$for$both$ramp$up$methods,$this$further$indicates$that$the$
nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$is$undergoing$a$series$of$changes$to$its$chemical$
state$and$crystallinity.$
$
In$a$study$of$carbon$fibers$by$Chieu$et$al.,$the$influence$that$heat=
treatment$had$on$the$D=band$(1360$cm=1)$and$G=band$(1580$cm=1)$of$graphite$by$
Raman$spectroscopy$(λ$=$488$nm)$was$researched$[115].$$In$their$study,$Chieu$et$
al.$tracked$how$the$relative$intensity$of$the$D=band$(ID)$to$the$G=band$(IG)$
compared$at$temperatures$between$1,100$°C$to$2,900$°C.$$Similar$to$the$results$in$
this$research,$the$relative$intensity$of$the$D=band$decreases$at$higher$
temperatures$and$disappears$around$2,900$°C.$$On$the$other$hand,$the$relative$
intensity$of$the$G=band$increases$and$transforms$from$a$broad$peak$to$a$sharp$
peak.$$The$results$of$their$study$may$be$seen$in$Figure$3.21$and$Figure$3.22.$$
Figure$3.21$contains$the$Raman$spectra$at$the$various$heat$treatment$
temperatures$(THT),$whereas$Figure$3.22$compares$the$ratio$of$ID/IG$at$the$$
!!176$
$
Figure"3.21","First,order"Raman"spectra"for"benzene,derived"carbon"fibers"heat"
treated"at"various"heat,treatment"temperatures"(THT)."
!!177$
$
Figure"3.22","Plot"of"the"intensity"ratio"of"the"disorder,"induced"line"at"~1360"
cm,1"to"the"Raman,allowed"line"at"~1580"cm,1"vs"heat,treatment"temperature"
(THT)"for"the"benzene,derived"carbon"fibers."
$ $
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different$THT$[115].$
$
From$studying$Foil$#1662$with$both$visible$(λ$=$514$nm)$and$ultraviolet$(λ$
=$257$nm)$Raman$spectroscopy,$the$sequence$of$thermal$transformations$that$
occurs$while$a$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$is$exposed$to$an$increasing$beam$
current$(e.g.,$increased$temperature),$is$the$following:$
$
1.! The$peak$associated$with$trans=polyacetylene$at$1140$cm=1$is$the$first$to$
disappear$when$exposed$to$the$FTS$beam$current.$$This$may$be$seen$in$the$
visible$(λ$=$514$nm)$Raman$spectra$of$Foil$#1662,$shown$in$Figure$3.15$and$
Figure$3.16$for$the$Stair$Step$and$Gradual$Ramp$Up$Methods,$
respectively.$$The$disappearance$of$the$trans=polyacetylene$peak$occurs$in$
both$Spots$#2S$and$#2G,$in$which$a$maximum$beam$current$of$0.640$mA$
beam$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.220$MW,$foil$temperature$of$925$K)$was$
applied$to$the$foil.$$Additionally,$the$peak$associated$with$trans=
polyacetylene$and$amorphous$carbon$at$at$1480$cm=1$and$1540$cm=1,$
respectively,$decrease.$$Since$the$peak$associated$with$diamond$(1332$cm=
1)$decreases$as$well,$it$may$be$inferred$that$the$trans=polyacetylene$and$
amorphous$carbon$are$being$converted$into$graphite.$$As$additional$
current$is$applied$to$the$foil$(Spots$#3S$–$#5S$and$Spots$#3G$=$#5G),$the$
!!179$
trans=polyacetylene$and$amorphous$carbon$peaks$disappear$and$a$peak$
associated$with$some$form$of$graphite$begins$to$develop.$
$
2.! The$peak$associated$with$nanocrystalline$diamond$(1332$cm=1)$begins$to$
decrease$similarly$to$trans=polyacetylene,$but$not$as$quickly.$$Unlike$
trans=polyacetylene,$as$the$peak$associated$with$diamond$decreases$the$
peak$associated$with$graphite$begins$to$increase$and$shift$to$the$right$on$
the$spectrum$(i.e.,$to$1590$cm=1).$$This$was$seen$for$both$the$Stair$Step$and$
Gradual$Ramp$Up$Methods$as$shown$in$Figure$3.15$and$Figure$3.16,$
respectively.$$The$last$beam$current$level$that$the$diamond$peak$(1332$cm=
1)$can$be$identified$is$at$a$maximum$beam$current$of$2.160$mA$(SNS$
Equivalent$0.743$MW,$foil$temperature$of$1,535$K)$for$Spots$#5S$and$#5G.$$
At$this$beam$current,$this$is$the$when$the$peak$associated$with$graphite$is$
shifted$farthest$to$the$right$and$the$most$intense$at$this$position.$$The$shift$
in$graphite$peak$has$been$study$by$several$researchers,$including$Ferrari$
and$Robertson.$$In$the$reports$by$Ferrari$and$Robertson$[109,$110,$122,$123,$
124],$the$peak$at$1590$cm=1$is$an$indication$of$nanocrystalline$graphite.$$By$
applying$the$results$of$Ferrari$and$Robertson,$it$may$be$inferred$that$the$
nanocrystalline$diamond$peak$at$1332$cm=1$is$transforming$into$an$
intermediate$form$via$nanocrystalline$graphite$(peak$at$1590$cm=1).$$This$is$
!!180$
further$supported$by$the$ultraviolet$spectra$taken$of$Foil$#1662$shown$in$
Figure$3.17$and$Figure$3.18$for$the$Stair$Step$and$Gradual$Ramp$Up$
Methods,$respectively.$$As$mentioned$previously,$the$ultraviolet$Raman$
spectrum$of$nanocrystalline$diamond$does$not$include$peaks$associated$
with$trans=polyacetylene.$$This$allows$the$monitoring$of$the$diamond$
peak$(1332$cm=1)$and$graphite$peak$(1580$–$1590$cm=1)$to$be$monitored$
more$closely.$$In$the$ultraviolet$spectra$of$Foil$#1662,$the$last$stage$at$
which$the$diamond$peak$is$discernable$is$for$Spots$#5S$and$#5G.$$
Additionally,$the$graphite$peaks$at$these$spots$have$shifted$to$the$right$
(1590$cm=1)$and$is$has$the$highest$relative$peak$intensity$for$this$position.$$
This$further$indicates$that$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$is$transforming$
into$nanocrystalline$graphite.$
$
3.! The$final$crystalline$change$that$occurs$when$the$nanocrystalline$graphite$
peak$shifts$to$the$left$(from$1590$cm=1$to$1580$cm=1)$and$increases$in$
intensity.$$This$increase$in$intensity$and$shifting$of$the$nanocrystalline$
graphite$peak$indicates$that$it$is$transforming$into$graphite.$$This$begins$
to$occur$for$Spots$#6S$and$#6G,$in$which$a$maximum$beam$current$of$
2.720$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.936$MW,$foil$temperature$of$1,635$K)$was$
applied$to$the$foil.$$This$is$seen$for$both$the$Stair$Step$and$Gradual$Ramp$
!!181$
Up$Methods$as$shown$in$Figure$3.15$and$Figure$3.16,$respectively,$as$the$
peak$at$1590$cm=1$shift$to$1580$cm=1.$$This$is$further$supported$by$the$
ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Foil$#1662.$$As$the$foil$receives$increasing$
beam$current$(e.g.,$increased$thermal$load/temperature),$the$
nanocrystalline$graphite$begins$to$transforms$into$graphite$(Spots$#6S$=$
#10S$and$Spots$#6G$=$#10G).$#
#
3.3.2.2#Foil##1987#
Foil$#1987$is$a$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$developed$by$MPECVD$at$
ORNL$with$an$aerial$density$of$395$hg/cm2$and$a$random$ellipses$lithography$
pattern.$$A$45=degree$cut$was$made$on$the$corner$of$the$foil$prior$to$growth,$
giving$a$full$box=top$lid$on$all$sides$of$the$freestanding$diamond$portion$
(including$the$cut$corner).$$Foil$#1987$received$a$very$common$set$of$FTS$beam$
conditions$with$no$prior$conditioning$to$determine$its$performance.$$The$ten$
spots$are$described$in$detail$in$Section$3.2.1.2$(Spot$#1N$to$Spot$#10N,$refer$to$
Table$3.6).$$Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$were$taken$of$the$ten$spots$and$compared$
in$Figure$3.23.$$The$diamond$peak$(1332$cm=1)$was$found$to$decrease$and$
disappear$at$higher$beam$currents$(i.e.,$higher$power$densities)$similar$to$the$
visible$and$ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$for$Foil$#1662.$$Additionally,$the$broad$
peak$associated$with$graphite$both$shifted$from$1480$–$1560$cm=1$to$around$1594$
!!182$
$
Figure'3.23'+'Ultraviolet'Raman'spectroscopy'of'several'different'beam'currents'(0.272'mA'to'4.800'mA'or'0.094'MW'
to1.651'MW).
!!183$
cm'1,$and$increased$in$intensity.$$This$indicates$that$nanocrystalline$graphite$has$
formed$when$the$beam$current$was$around$2.160$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.743$
MW$and$foil$temperature$of$1,535).$$When$the$thermal$load$was$increased$
further$(i.e.,$increased$beam$current),$the$peak$once$again$shifted.$$This$final$peak$
was$sharp$and$shifted$to$1580$cm'1$when$the$beam$current$was$around$3.200$mA$
(SNS$equivalent$of$1.101$MW$and$foil$temperature$of$1,715).$$This$indicates$that$
the$nanocrystalline$graphite$transformed$into$graphite.$This$agrees$with$the$
results$seen$for$Foil$#1662.$$The$ten$spectra$were$combined$to$illustrate$the$
changes$the$foil$underwent$with$increasing$thermal$loads.$$The$change$in$
diamond$and$graphite$are$shown$in$Figure$3.24$and$Figure$3.25,$respectively.!!
These$two$figures$demonstrate$how$the$foil$at$increasing$beam$currents$(i.e.,$
increasing$power$densities)$transforms$from$diamond$to$graphite'like.$$
Interestingly,$it$was$found$that$as$the$beam$current$on$the$foil$increases$the$foil$
transforms$from$diamond$to$graphite$by$going$through$an$intermediate$
nanocrystalline$graphite$phase,$and$is$shown$in$Figure$3.25.$$A.C.$Ferrari$and$J.$
Robertson$have$characterized$this$mode$of$transformation$for$diamond$to$
graphite$[109,$123,$124].$$Ferrari$and$Robertson$found$nanocrystalline$diamond$
transforms$first$into$hydrogenated$amorphous$carbon$(1540$cm'1),$second$to$
tetrahedral$amorphous$carbon$(1560$cm'1),$thirdly$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$
(1594$cm'1),$and$finally$to$graphite$(1579$cm'1)$[109,$123,$124].
!!184$
$
Figure'3.24','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1987:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'for'Spot'#1N'(0.272'mA'='0.094'MW)'to'Spot'
#6M'(2.720'mA'='0.936'MW).'
!!185$
$
Figure'3.25','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1987:'Graphite'peaks'around'1580'cm,1'for'Spot'#4N'(1.600'mA'='0.550'MW)'to'
Spot'#10N'(4.800'mA'='1.651'MW).
!!186$
The$tracking$of$the$different$peaks$is$shown$in$Figure$3.24$to$Figure$3.25.$$
In$Figure$3.24,$the$peak$associated$with$diamond$at$1332$cm@1$is$tracked$for$Spots$
#1N$through$#6N.$$The$maximum$diamond$peak$intensity$is$around$600,$which$
is$for$an$undamaged$spot$on$the$foil.$$The$intensity$of$the$peak$steadily$decreases$
as$higher$beam$current$is$applied$to$the$foil,$all$but$disappearing$after$receiving$
a$beam$current$level$of$greater$than$2.160$mA$(Spot$#5N,$SNS$=$0.743$MW).$
Additionally$the$peak$associated$with$graphite$at$1580$cm@1$can$be$tracked$in$
Figure$3.25.$$It$is$noticed$that$the$peak$for$graphite$becomes$distinguishable$at$a$
beam$current$of$1.600$mA$(Spot$#4N,$SNS$=$0.550$MW).$$The$intensity$of$the$
graphite$peak$continues$to$increase$up$to$4.800$mA$(Spot$#10N,$SNS$=$1.651$
MW).$$In$addition$to$the$graphite$peak$increasing$in$intensity,$it$was$also$noticed$
that$the$peak$tended$to$have$a$slight$shift.$$The$peak$associated$with$graphite$
starts$out$at$1586$cm@1$for$Spot$#4N$(1.600$mA,$SNS$=$0.550$MW),$and$then$shifts$
to$the$right$to$1588$cm@1$for$Spot$#5N$(2.160$mA$=$0.743$MW).$$After$Spot$#5N,$the$
peak$shifts$to$the$left$to$1582$cm@1$for$Spots$#6N$and$#7N$(2.720$mA$=$0.936$MW$
and$3.200$mA$=$1.101$MW,$respectively).$$The$peak$continues$to$shift$left$before$
settling$at$1580$cm@1$for$Spot$#8N,$Spot$#9N,$and$Spot$#10N$(3.760$mA$=$1.293$
MW,$4.320$mA$=$1.486$MW,$and$4.800$mA$=$1.651$MW,$respectively).$$This$shift$
in$the$graphite$peak$indicates$that$the$foil$is$undergoing$a$similar$change$
described$by$A.C.$Ferrari$and$J.$Robertson$[109,$123,$124],$in$which$the$foil
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transforms$from$diamond$and$amorphous$carbon$(1332$cm@1$and$1480$to$1560$
cm@1)$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$(1594$cm@1).$$From$nanocrystalline$graphite,$it$
transforms$again$to$graphite$(1580$cm@1).$$This$phenomenon$has$been$
characterized$in$both$the$visible$and$ultraviolet$regions,$with$the$ultraviolet$
region$showing$a$more$distinguished$peak$shift$since$the$spectrum$is$not$
dominated$by$trans@polyacetylene.$
$
Prior$to$discovering$the$peak$shift,$it$was$thought$that$the$mechanism$for$
the$transformation$from$diamond$to$graphite$could$be$easily$calculated$through$
a$basic$kinetic$study.$$Therefore,$additional$tests$were$completed$on$another$
nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$Foil$#1989.$
$
3.3.2.3$Foil$#1989$
Foil$#1989$is$a$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$developed$by$MPECVD$at$
ORNL,$having$an$aerial$density$of$322$^g/cm2$and$a$concentric$ring$lithography$
pattern.$$A$45@degree$cut$was$made$on$the$corner$of$the$foil$prior$to$growth,$
giving$a$full$box@top$lid$on$all$sides$of$the$freestanding$diamond$portion$
including$the$cut$corner.$$Foil$#1989$received$a$series$of$nine$electron$gun$beam$
current$levels$applied$to$the$foil$by$a$pulsed$and$rastered$beam.$$The$nine$series$
of$spots$are$described$in$detail$in$Section$3.2.1.3$(Spots$#1A$–$#1D$to$Spots$#9A$–$
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#9D,$refer$to$Table$3.7).$$Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$were$taken$of$all$nine$series$of$
spots$and$are$compared$in$Figure$3.26$through$Figure$3.34.$$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#1A$–$#1D,$which$received$a$current$
level$of$0.640$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.220$MW,$foil$temperature$of$925$K),$are$
shown$in$Figure$3.26.$$At$this$current$level,$the$relative$intensity$of$diamond$
(1332$cm@1)$to$graphite$(1560$cm@1)$remained$relatively$constant.$$In$comparison$to$
an$undamaged$spot$on$the$foil$that$received$no$beam,$there$was$only$a$small$
decrease$in$the$intensity$of$the$Raman$spectra$and$a$slight$darkening$of$the$foil$
(see$Figure$3.4).$$At$this$beam$current,$the$duration$of$the$beam$on$the$foil$seems$
to$have$a$slight$effect$on$the$intensity$of$both$the$diamond$and$graphite$peak.$$
That$is,$there$is$a$slight$decrease$in$the$intensity$of$the$diamond$peak$at$1332$cm@1$
and$a$slight$increase$of$the$graphite$peak$at$1580$cm@1.$$There$does$not$appear$to$
be$a$shift$in$the$position$of$the$graphite$peak$nor$an$increase$in$the$darkening$of$
the$foil$from$a$longer$exposure$time.$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#2A$–$#2D,$along$with$an$undamaged$
section$of$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$are$shown$in$Figure$3.27.$$The$four$
spots$received$a$beam$current$of$1.120$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.385$MW,$foil$
temperature$of$1,175$K),$for$1$minute$to$8$minutes.$$At$this$beam$current$level,
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Figure'3.26','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'and'Graphite'peaks'at'1560'cm,1'for'Spots'
#1A'to'#1D'(0.640'mA'='0.220'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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Figure'3.27','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'and'Graphite'peaks'at'1585'cm,1'for'Spots'
#2A','#2D'(1.120'mA'='0.385'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).
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the#relative#intensity#of#diamond#(1332#cm71)#decreased#and#the#amorphous#G7
peak#of#graphite#(1560#cm71)#increased.##The#duration#of#the#beam#on#the#foil#
seems#to#have#a#slight#effect#on#the#intensity#of#both#the#diamond#and#graphite#
peaks#when#the#beam#is#on#the#foil#for#greater#than#1#minute#(e.g.,#results#for#27,#
47,#and#87#minutes#are#similar).##That#is,#there#is#a#slight#decrease#in#the#intensity#
of#the#diamond#peak#at#1332#cm71#and#a#slight#increase#and#shift#of#the#graphite#
peak#from#1560#cm71#to#1580#cm71.##There#was#an#increase#in#the#darkening#of#the#
foil#compared#to#Spots##1A#–##1D#and#the#darkening#of#the#foil#increased#as#the#
exposure#time#increased#(see#Figure#3.4).#
#
Ultraviolet#Raman#spectra#of#Spots##3A#–##3D,#along#with#an#undamaged#
section#of#the#nanocrystalline#diamond#foil,#are#shown#in#Figure#3.28.##The#four#
spots#received#a#beam#current#of#1.600#mA#(SNS#equivalent#of#0.550#MW,#foil#
temperature#of#1,375#K),#for#1#minute#to#8#minutes.##At#this#beam#current,#the#
duration#of#the#beam#on#the#foil#seems#to#have#no#effect#on#the#intensity#of#both#
the#diamond#and#graphite#peaks.##Additionally,#the#shift#in#the#graphite#peak#is#
consistent#for#all#durations#(1560#cm71#to#approximately#1594#cm71).##Upon#visual#
inspection,#the#darkening#of#the#foil#increased#slightly#as#the#beam#exposure#time#
increased#(from#1#minute#for#Spot##3A#to#8#minutes#for#Spot##3D),#and#there#was#
significantly#more#darkening#of#the#foil#compared#to#Spots##2A#–##2D#(see#
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Figure'3.28','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'and'Graphite'peaks'at'1585'cm,1'for'Spot'#3A'
to'#3D'(1.600'mA'='0.550'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).
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Figure$3.4).$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#4A$–$#4D,$along$with$an$undamaged$$
section$of$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$are$shown$in$Figure$3.29.$$The$four$
spots$received$a$beam$current$of$2.160$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.743$MW,$foil$
temperature$of$1,535$K),$for$1$minute$to$8$minutes.$$Similar$to$Spots$#3A$S$#3D,$at$
this$beam$current$the$relative$intensity$of$diamond$(1332$cmS1)$decreased$and$the$
GSpeak$of$graphite$both$increased$and$shifted$to$the$right$from$1560$cmS1$to$1585$
cmS1.$$This$is$an$indication$that$the$amorphous$graphite$peak$seen$in$
nanocrystalline$diamond$is$transforming$into$nanocrystalline$graphite.$$At$this$
beam$current,$the$duration$of$the$beam$on$the$foil$seems$to$have$no$effect$on$the$
intensity$of$both$the$diamond$and$graphite$peaks.$$Additionally,$the$shift$in$the$
graphite$peak$is$consistent$for$all$durations$(1560$cmS1$to$approximately$1585$cmS
1).$$Upon$visual$inspection,$the$darkening$of$the$foil$did$not$increase$with$beam$
exposure$(from$Spot$#4A$to$Spot$#4D),$but$there$was$more$darkening$of$the$foil$
compared$to$Spots$#3A$–$#3D$(see$Figure$3.4).$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#5A$–$#5D,$along$with$an$undamaged$
section$of$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$are$shown$in$Figure$3.30.$$The$four$
spots$received$a$beam$current$of$2.720$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.936$MW,$foil
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Figure'3.29','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'and'Graphite'peaks'at'1590'cm,1'for'Spots'
#4A'to'#4D'(2.160'mA'='0.743'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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Figure'3.30','UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm,1'and'Graphite'peaks'at'1590'cm,1'for'Spots'
#5A'to'#5D'(2.720'mA'='0.936'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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temperature$of$1,635$K),$for$1$minute$to$8$minutes.$$Similar$to$Spots$#4A$=$#4D,$at$
this$beam$current$the$relative$intensity$of$diamond$(1332$cm=1)$decreased$and$the$
G=peak$of$graphite$(1560$cm=1)$both$increased$and$shifted$to$the$right.$$This$is$an$
indication$that$the$amorphous$graphite$peak$seen$in$nanocrystalline$diamond$
has$transformed$into$nanocrystalline$graphite.$$At$this$beam$current,$the$
duration$of$the$beam$on$the$foil$seems$to$have$an$effect$on$the$intensity$on$the$
graphite$peak.$$After$one$minute$(Spot$#5A),$the$peak$shifts$from$1560$cm=1$
approximately$1594$cm=1.$$At$each$additional$time$increment,$the$graphite$peak$
begins$to$shift$back$to$the$left$(from$1594$cm=1$to$1580$cm=1).$$This$indicates$that$
with$enough$time$and$a$high$enough$beam$current,$the$amorphous$graphite$
peak$will$transform$first$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$(1594$cm=1)$and$then$to$
graphite$(1580$cm=1).$$Upon$visual$inspection,$the$darkening$of$the$foil$slightly$
increased$with$longer$beam$exposure$(from$1$minute$for$Spot$#5A$to$8$minutes$
with$Spot$#5D).$$Additionally,$there$was$more$darkening$of$the$foil$compared$to$
Spots$#4A$–$#4D$(see$Figure$3.4).$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#6A$–$#6D,$along$with$an$undamaged$
section$of$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$are$shown$in$Figure$3.31.$$The$four$
spots$received$a$beam$current$of$3.200$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$1.101$MW,$foil$
temperature$of$1,715$K),$for$1$minute$to$8$minutes.$$Similar$to$Spots$#5A$=$#5D,
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Figure'3.31'+'UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Diamond'peaks'at'1332'cm+1'and'Graphite'peaks'from'1580'cm+1'to'1590'
cm+1'for'Spots'#6A'to'#6D'(3.200'mA'='1.101'MW'and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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Spot$#6A$,$#6D$relative$intensity$of$diamond$(1332$cm,1)$decreased$and$the$G,
peak$of$graphite$(1560$cm,1)$both$increased$and$shifted$to$the$right.$$Unlike$Spots$
#5A$,$#5D,$Spots$#6A$,$#6D$graphite$peak$shifted$from$1560$cm,1$(amorphous)$to$
1594$cm,1$(nanocrystalline$graphite)$for$all$durations$instead$of$beginning$the$
shift$to$1580$cm,1$(graphite).$$From$previous$studies,$this$is$an$indication$shift$to$
1580$cm,1$(graphite).$$From$previous$studies,$this$is$an$indication$that$the$
amorphous$graphite$peak$seen$in$nanocrystalline$diamond$is$transforming$into$$
nanocrystalline$graphite.$$Unlike$Spots$#5A$,$#5D,$the$increased$beam$duration$
and$increased$beam$power$did$not$transform$the$foil$from$nanocrystalline$
graphite$to$graphite.$$This$indicates$that$neither$enough$time$nor$a$high$enough$
beam$current$(i.e.,$temperature),$was$delivered$to$the$foil$to$transform$it$from$
nanocrystalline$graphite$(1594$cm,1)$and$to$graphite$(1580$cm,1).$$Additionally$the$
darkening$of$the$foil$compared$to$Spots$#5A$–$#5D$was$slightly$less$upon$visual$
inspection$(see$Figure$3.4),$indicating$that$Foil$#1989$received$a$lower$thermal$
load$despite$an$increase$in$the$beam$current.$$
$
Ultraviolet$Raman$spectra$of$Spots$#7A$–$#7D,$along$with$an$undamaged$
section$of$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$foil,$are$shown$in$Figure$3.32.$$The$four$
spots$received$a$beam$current$of$3.760$mA$(SNS$equivalent$of$1.293$MW,$foil$
temperature$of$1,775$K),$for$1$minute$to$8$minutes.$Similar$to$Spots$#6A$,$#6D,$at$
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#
Figure'3.32'+'UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Graphite'peaks'at'1580'cm+1'for'Spots'#7A'to'#7D'(2.720'mA'='0.936'MW'
and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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this#beam#current#the#relative#intensity#of#diamond#(1332#cm91)#decreased#and#the#
G9peak#of#graphite#(1560#cm91)#both#increased#and#shifted#to#the#right.##This#is#an#
indication#that#the#amorphous#graphite#peak#seen#in#nanocrystalline#diamond#is#
beginning#to#transform#into#graphite#(1580#cm91).##At#this#beam#current,#the#
duration#of#the#beam#on#the#foil#seems#to#have#an#effect#on#the#intensity#on#the#
graphite#peak.##After#one#minute#(Spot##7A),#the#peak#shifts#from#1560#cm91#to#
approximately#1594#cm91.##At#each#additional#time#increment,#the#graphite#peak##
begins#to#shift#back#to#the#left#(from#1594#cm91#to#1580#cm91).##This#indicates#that#
with#enough#time#and#a#high#enough#beam#current,#the#amorphous#graphite#
peak#will#transform#first#to#nanocrystalline#graphite#(1594#cm91)#and#then#to#
graphite#(1580#cm91).##Upon#visual#inspection,#the#darkening#of#the#foil#was#
comparable#for#all#four#spots#and#was#not#significantly#influenced#by#beam#
exposure#time#(Spots##7A#9##7D),#but#with#more#darkening#of#the#foil#compared#
to#Spots##6A#–##6D#(see#Figure#3.4).#
#
Ultraviolet#Raman#spectra#of#Spots##8A#–##8D,#along#with#an#undamaged#
section#of#the#nanocrystalline#diamond#foil,#are#shown#in#Figure#3.33.##The#four#
spots#received#a#beam#current#of#4.320#mA#(SNS#equivalent#of#1.486#MW,#foil#
temperature#of#1,835#K),#for#1#minute#to#8#minutes.##Similar#to#Spots##7A#9##7D,#
Spot##8A#9##8D#relative#intensity#of#diamond#(1332#cm91)#essentially#disappeared
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Figure'3.33'*'UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Graphite'peaks'at'1580'cm*1'for'Spots'#8A'to'#8D'(4.320'mA'='1.486'MW'
and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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and#the#G+peak#of#graphite#(1560#cm+1)#both#increased#and#shifted#slightly#to#the#
right.#Upon#visual#inspection,#the#darkening#of#the#foil#was#comparable#for#all#
four#spots#and#was#not#significantly#influenced#by#beam#exposure#time#(Spots#
#8A#+##8D),#but#with#more#darkening#of#the#foil#compared#to#Spots##7A#–##7D#
(see#Figure#3.4).#
#
Ultraviolet#Raman#spectra#of#Spots##9A#–##9D,#along#with#an#undamaged#
section#of#the#nanocrystalline#diamond#foil,#are#shown#in#Figure#3.34.##The#four#
spots#received#a#beam#current#of#4.800#mA#(SNS#equivalent#of#1.651#MW,#foil#
temperature#of#1,890#K),#for#1#minute#to#8#minutes.##Similar#to#previous#spots,#
Spot##9A#+##9D#the#peak#associated#with#diamond#(1332#cm+1)#disappeared#and#
the#G+peak#of#graphite#(1580#cm+1)#both#increased#and#shifted#to#the#right.###At#
this#beam#current#(same#for#all#durations),#the#peak#went#straight#from#
amorphous#graphite#peak#to#graphite#(skipping#what#appeared#to#be#an#
intermediate#phase,#nanocrystalline#graphite).##It#should#be#noted#that#as#the#
beam#duration#increases,#the#peak#associated#with#graphite#both#increased#in#
intensity#and#begins#to#shifted#left#on#the#spectrum.##This#indicates#that#the#foil#is#
transforming#from#amorphous#carbon#to#graphite,#and#this#conversion#continues#
as#the#duration#of#the#beam#is#increased.##This#can#be#attributed#to#the#fact#that#as#
the#beam#is#applied#to#the#foil#for#a#longer#duration,#the#area#surrounding#the#
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Figure'3.34'+'UV'Raman'spectra'of'Foil'#1989:'Graphite'peaks'at'1580'cm+1'for'Spots'#9A'to'#9D'(4.800'mA'='1.651'MW'
and'a'beam'duration'of'1.0'to'8.0'minutes).'
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spot$on$the$foil$where$the$beam$is$hitting$begins$to$transform$from$the$large$
thermal$load.$$Therefore,$when$a$Raman$spectrum$is$taken,$there$is$a$larger$
percentage$of$the$region$that$has$transformed$into$the$end$product.$$This$further$$
corroborates$earlier$studies$that$the$state$of$graphite$is$dependent$upon$the$
maximum$temperature$applied$to$the$foil$(as$opposed$to$the$duration).$$Visual$
inspection$of$the$foil$illustrates$this$when$looking$at$the$nine$series$of$spots$in$
Figure$3.4.$$From$this$photograph$of$Foil$#1989$postGbeam,$the$degree$of$
darkening$on$the$foil$appears$to$be$more$influenced$by$the$peak$current$applied$
to$the$foil$and$less$by$the$time$the$current$is$applied.$
$
3.4$ Conclusion$
$
Several$tests$and$analyses$were$completed$on$stripper$foils,$with$the$
majority$of$the$data$focused$on$nanocrystalline$diamond$foils$(the$most$
commonly$utilized$foil$at$SNS).$$From$this,$the$chemical$and$physical$
transformations$that$a$foil$undergoes$when$heated$with$high$thermal$loads$is$
better$understood.$$Under$these$experiments,$the$previous$unknown$foil$
emissivity$and$the$relative$temperatures$that$the$foil$experiences$under$various$
thermal$loads$were$determined.$$Additionally,$the$mechanism$for$which$
nanocrystalline$diamond$transforms$into$graphiteGlike$material$is$now$better$
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understood.$$$
$
When$the$foil$does$not$undergo$any$conditioning$(e.g.,$Foil$#1989),$the$foil$
transforms$from$nanocrystalline$diamond$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$at$low$
thermal$loads$[less$than$or$equal$to$3.200$mA$(FTS),$1.101$MW$(SNS),$or$1,715$K)$
and$short$beam$exposures$(4$minutes$or$less).$$If$the$beam$exposure$is$increased$
(to$approximately$8$minutes),$the$foil$will$transform$from$nanocrystalline$
diamond$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$at$a$lower$thermal$load$(greater$than$or$
equal$to$2.720$mA$(FTS),$0.936$MW$(SNS),$or$1,635$K).$$If$the$thermal$load$is$
increased$(greater$than$or$equal$to$3.760$mA$(FTS),$1.239$MW$(SNS),$or$1,775K),$
the$nanocrystalline$diamond$transforms$directly$to$graphite$with$very$little$beam$
exposure$(e.g.,$1$minute).$
$
When$the$foil$is$conditioned$(e.g.,$Foil$#1662),$the$foil$transforms$similarly$
to$a$foil$that$is$not$conditioned.$$As$the$thermal$load$is$increased$on$the$foil,$the$
amorphous$graphite$peak$at$1560$cmG1$decreases$in$intensity.$$When$the$FTS$
beam$current$is$increased$to$2.160$mA$or$greater$(SNS$equivalent$of$0.743$MW$or$
foil$temperature$of$1,535$K),$the$nanocrystalline$diamond$peak$(1332$cmG1)$
transforms$into$nanocrystalline$graphite$(1594$cmG1).$$If$the$FTS$beam$current$is$
increased$to$3.200$mA$or$greater$(SNS$equivalent$of$1.101$MW$or$foil$
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temperature$of$1,715$K),$the$foil$transforms$from$nanocrystalline$graphite$(1594$
cmG1)$to$graphite$(1580$cmG1).$$The$transformation$of$the$crystalline$structure$for$a$
foil$that$undergoes$conditioning$is$very$similar$to$a$foil$that$is$not$conditioned.$$
This$indicates$that$the$change$in$the$foil$crystalline$structure$is$more$influenced$
by$the$peak$temperature$on$the$foil$than$time.$$However,$if$enough$time$is$
allowed,$the$foil$will$transform$at$a$lower$peak$temperature$(e.g.,$the$foil$
transforms$from$nanocrystalline$diamond$to$nanocrystalline$graphite$at$a$foil$
temperature$of$1,635$K$when$the$time$is$less$than$5.0$minutes,$but$will$transform$
into$graphite$if$the$time$is$increased$to$8.0$minutes).$
$
In$addition$to$understanding$how$thermal$load$and$time$influence$the$
mechanism$at$which$a$foil$transforms,$it$was$also$important$to$understand$how$
conditioning$influenced$foil$lifetime.$$For$foils$that$were$conditioned,$whether$it$
was$by$the$Gradual$Ramp$Up$method$or$Stair$Step$method,$the$rate$at$which$the$
foil$transformed$was$steady$and$allowed$the$foil$to$gradually$change$over$time.$$
This$gradual$change$inhibited$the$rate$at$which$the$foil$developed$holes$and$the$
overall$damage$to$the$foil.$$By$conditioning$the$foil,$the$very$rigid$diamond$foil$
was$able$to$adapt$to$the$dramatic$changes$that$the$it$was$undergoing.$$That$is,$as$
the$foil$area$expanded$when$it$went$from$diamond$(density$=$3.5$g/cm3)$to$the$
graphite$(density$=$2.0$g/cm3)).$$As$this$expansion$occurred,$the$foil$shape$may$
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visibly$contort,$develop$wrinkles,$or$shake.$$These$physical$changes$and$
behaviors$will$be$discussed$further$in$Chapter$4.$
$
$ $
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Chapter$4.$Foil$Test$Stand$–$Operational$Issues$of$Stripper$
Foils$
$
$ $
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$ Since$SNS$began$production$in$2006,$there$have$been$several$operational$
issues$both$pertaining$to$and$not$pertaining$to$the$stripper$foils.$$One$of$the$
major$issue$that$has$troubled$the$stripper$foils$at$SNS$is$foil$flutter.$$Foil$flutter$
has$been$studied$in$depth$with$both$the$FTS$and$SNS.$$These$studies$were$
designed$to$determine$the$factors$that$influence$foil$flutter$(e.g.,$mechanical,$
electrical,$or$a$physical$characteristic).$
$
4.1$ Stripper$Foil$Flutter$
$
Stripper$foil$flutter$is$one$of$the$major$issues$that$affects$SNS$operations$
and$the$ability$to$provide$the$SNS$users$a$steady$supply$of$neutrons$for$
experiments.$$Foil$flutter$occurs$at$series$of$random$frequencies$and$shows$no$
immediate$correlation$to$the$pulse$frequency$of$SNS.$$Since$the$beam$dynamics$
of$SNS$are$finely$tuned$and$dependent$upon$several$different$stages,$having$an$
aspect$of$the$machine$that$is$constantly$changing$increases$the$difficultly$of$
operations.$$The$foil$is$placed$in$a$very$exact$location$that$allows$for$maximum$
stripping$efficiency$of$the$beam$(HG$to$H+)$and$limits$the$amount$of$beam$loss.$$
Beam$loss$is$when$either$sections$or$entire$beams$become$adrift$and$can$no$
longer$be$used$for$production.$$This$is$a$significant$problem$because$when$the$
beam$gets$out$of$the$designed$area,$it$tends$to$impact$beam$pipes$and$the$variety$
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of$instrumentation$used$throughout$SNS.$$This$causes$unattended$beam$areas$to$
receive$a$very$high$activation,$both$decreasing$the$lifetime$of$equipment$and$
increasing$a$radiation$hazard$to$employees$working$in$the$area.$$Therefore,$foil$
flutter$is$an$important$issue$that$needs$to$be$resolved$to$ensure$both$the$safety$of$
employees$and$the$success$of$future$SNS$upgrades.$
$
4.1.1$ Factors$that$influence$foil$flutter$
Understanding$the$factors$that$influence$foil$flutter$has$been$a$difficult$
task.$$Since$a$limited$number$of$foils$can$be$tested$per$6$month$run$cycle$
(changing$stripper$foils$has$a$significant$impact$on$the$time$available$to$SNS$
users),$an$alternative$method$is$needed$to$probe$the$underlying$basis$of$foil$
flutter.$$Therefore,$it$was$decided$that$the$FTS$could$provide$some$much$needed$
insight.$$There$have$been$several$theories$proposed$of$what$causes$foil$flutter$
and$potential$solutions$to$decrease$or$eliminate$foil$flutter$all$together.$$Some$of$
these$theories$include:$mechanical$effects,$thermal$effects,$electrical$charging,$and$
interaction$with$secondary$electrons.$
$
Mechanical$effects$have$been$attributed$to$foil$flutter$because$the$stress$
distribution$in$the$foil.$$The$stress$distribution$is$caused$by$defects$in$the$foil$
crystalline$structure,$tears$and$rips$in$the$foil,$and$defects$in$the$box$top$lid$going$
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around$the$freestanding$portion$of$the$diamond.$$$
$
The$thermal$effects$stem$from$the$foils$becoming$very$hot$from$the$high$
intensity$beam,$causing$the$crystalline$structure$of$the$foil$to$change$from$
diamond$to$graphite.$$As$the$crystalline$structure$of$the$foil$changes$(e.g.,$
diamond$to$graphite),$the$area$that$is$being$heated$is$changing.$$This$change$in$
position$on$the$foil,$however$slight,$could$be$a$source$of$forced$oscillation$(e.g.,$
as$the$foil$flutters,$the$spot$on$the$foil$that$is$heated$changes).$$When$the$thermal$
expansion$is$coupled$with$the$varying$stress$distribution$in$the$foil,$it$could$lead$
to$foil$movement.$$$
$
The$third$theory$proposed$is$electrical$charging.$$As$the$foils$are$being$
bombarded$with$hydride$ions,$sputtering$of$the$foil$may$lead$to$electrical$
charging$on$the$foil.$$As$that$charge$is$dissipated$or$discharged,$it$can$lead$to$foil$
flutter.$$$
$
The$last$theory$proposed$is$that$the$collector$for$convoy$electrons$(i.e.,$the$
secondary$electron$collector)$is$not$capturing$the$electrons$that$are$being$
stripped$from$the$hydride$ions$after$the$electrons$pass$through$the$stripper$foil.$$
These$stripped$electrons$(i.e.,$secondary$electrons)$are$bouncing$off$the$electron$
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collector$and$impacting$the$foil$and$the$foil$assembly.$$This$additional$impact$on$
the$foil$could$cause$severe$foil$flutter$and$damage$to$the$foil$assembly$that$has$
been$seen$at$higher$beam$powers.$
$
4.1.1.1$Mechanical$Effects$
$ The$stress$distribution$in$the$stripper$foil$causes$a$series$of$mechanical$
effects$that$may$influence$the$stripper$foil$lifetime.$$The$stress$distribution$is$
influenced$by$a$series$of$defects$in$the$foil,$including$defects$in$the$crystalline$
structure$and$tears$in$various$locations$of$the$freestanding$portion$of$the$
diamond.$$Mechanical$effects$have$been$studied$in$both$the$FTS$and$SNS.$$
Within$the$FTS,$it$has$been$discovered$that$foils$with$tears$and/or$rips$near$the$
silicon$handle$have$a$higher$tendency$to$flutter$when$impacted$with$an$electron$
beam.$$This$area$of$the$foil$near$the$silicon$handle$is$the$point$of$highest$stress$
within$the$foil$due$to$the$thermal$expansion$that$occurs$during$the$development$
of$the$foils.$$The$severity$of$the$flutter$is$largely$dependent$upon$the$magnitude$
of$the$tear.$$Typically,$tears$greater$than$1$to$2$mm$will$have$a$higher$severity$of$
flutter.$$Additionally,$a$tear$has$the$tendency$to$increase$while$being$handle$or$
when$impacted$by$the$beam.$$This$defect$in$the$foil$increases$the$probability$of$
foil$flutter,$leading$to$more$damage.$$$
$
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The$second$major$mechanical$issue$is$the$defect$in$the$box$top$lid$going$
around$the$freestanding$portion$of$the$diamond$(refer$to$Section$1.4.3).$$It$has$
been$found$that$foils$without$a$full$box$top$lid$tend$to$be$more$prone$to$foil$
flutter.$$Since$the$box$top$lid$gives$added$support$and$rigidity$to$the$foil,$any$
little$defect$will$increase$the$chances$that$the$foils$will$flutter.$$Studies$on$
whether$a$foil$needs$a$full$or$partial$box$top$lid$have$also$been$researched.$$As$
depicted$previously,$a$lack$of$a$full$box$top$lid$tends$to$make$a$foil$more$prone$
to$fluttering.$$$
$
The$last$major$mechanical$issue$is$defects$in$the$foil$crystalline$structure.$$
It$is$very$important$that$the$growth$of$the$diamond$grown$on$the$silicon$
substrate$is$uniform$throughout.$$If$imperfections$exist$on$the$silicon$substrate$
prior$to$growth,$these$imperfections$are$exemplified$when$the$diamond$film$is$
grown$on$the$substrate.$$For$example,$if$a$piece$of$dirt$or$dust$is$on$the$silicon$
substrate,$when$the$diamond$film$is$grown$this$spot$on$the$substrate$can$prevent$
growth$and$cause$a$hole$in$the$film$when$the$silicon$substrate$is$etched$away.$$
Additionally,$if$growth$of$the$diamond$film$on$the$silicon$substrate$occurs$
without$holes$but$without$uniform$growth$across$the$substrate,$this$leads$to$
potential$weak$spots$on$the$foil$after$the$film$is$grown$and$the$substrate$etched$
away.$$These$weak$spots$cause$the$film$to$tear,$rip,$or$breakoff$in$areas$that$are$
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not$of$the$same$quality$as$the$rest$of$the$film.$$These$tears$and$rips$have$been$
shown$to$be$one$of$the$major$causes$of$foil$flutter$and$are$typically$not$used$over$
other$foils$in$SNS,$if$possible.$$Although$nanocrystalline$diamond$is$preferred$
over$microcrystalline$diamond,$results$within$the$FTS$and$SNS$were$
inconclusive.$
$
4.1.1.2$Thermal$Effects$
$ The$next$major$issue$that$decreases$stripper$foil$lifetime$is$brought$on$by$
the$thermal$conditions$of$the$beam.$$Chapter$3$has$shown$that$as$the$diamond$
foil$receives$increasing$beam$intensities,$the$foil$undergoes$carbon$phase$
changes.$$The$Raman$spectroscopy$study,$both$in$the$ultraviolet$and$visible$
region,$indicates$that$the$diamond$foil$is$transforming$into$a$graphiteGlike$
material.$$This$causes$stress$that$seems$to$be$relieved$by$wrinkling$of$the$foil.$$As$
the$diamond$film$transform$into$a$graphiteGlike$material,$it$undergoes$a$material$
density$change$that$causes$it$to$expand$in$a$confined$space.$$This$is$based$on$the$
fact$that$the$density$of$diamond$is$approximately$3.5$g/cm3,$and$the$density$of$
graphite$is$approximately$2.0$g/cm3.$$This$large$change$in$density$causes$the$
material$to$buckle$out$from$the$diamond$film$and$causes$ripples$in$the$film$from$
the$added$stress.$$The$buckling$and$rippling$that$occurs$causes$the$location$in$
which$the$foil$is$heating$to$be$constantly$changing$and$uneven.$$This$constant$
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change$in$foil$location$has$the$potential$to$lead$to$a$forced$oscillation$of$the$foil.$
$
4.1.1.3$Electrical$Charging$
$ The$third$major$effect$that$potentially$influences$foil$flutter$is$electrical$
charging,$which$results$in$discharging$of$the$foil.$$Since$the$foils$are$stripping$a$
HG$ion$of$its$two$electrons$and$allowing$the$resulting$proton$to$pass$through,$it$
has$been$theorized$that$the$foil$is$building$up$an$electrical$charge$from$
sputtering.$$As$the$electrical$charge$reaches$a$certain$threshold,$it$might$be$
discharged$and$this$discharging$could$be$a$source$of$foil$flutter.$$The$dissipation$
of$charge$in$the$diamond$foils$is$expected$to$be$limited$because$diamond$is$a$
poor$electrical$conductor,$although$it$is$a$superior$thermal$conductor.$$This$
theory$led$to$the$proposal$that$the$use$of$boron$doped$diamond$films,$boron$
carbide$films,$or$HBC$foils$by$Sugai,$might$eliminate$foil$flutter.$$Boron$doped$
diamond$films$were$tested$and$performed$very$well$within$SNS$and$the$FTS.$$
The$boron$doped$diamond$films$were$grown$by$a$very$similar$process$to$the$
nanocrystalline$diamond$films$developed$by$MPECVD$at$ORNL,$with$the$
addition$of$diborane$gas$as$the$boron$dopant.$$While$in$the$FTS,$the$boron$doped$
diamond$films$still$fluttered.$$The$amount$of$foil$flutter$was$comparable$to$that$
seen$in$both$the$nanocrystalline$and$microcrystalline$diamond$foils.$$Taking$a$
closer$look$at$the$foils$installed,$it$was$found$that$the$boron$doped$diamond$foils$
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had$physical$defects$including$both$tears$and$rips.$$Therefore,$it$was$concluded$
that$foil$flutter$was$more$influenced$by$both$mechanical$and$thermal$effects,$as$
opposed$to$charging$of$the$foil.$$Additionally,$no$relationship$was$found$that$
indicated$the$foil$was$discharging$at$a$particular$oscillation$frequency.$$Instead,$
foil$flutter$was$random$and$sporadic,$where$the$oscillation$was$influenced$on$the$
overall$integrity$of$the$foil.$
$
4.1.1.4$Secondary$Electron$Issues$
The$last$effect$that$could$influence$foil$flutter$and$lifetime$are$stripped$or$
convoy$electrons$not$captured$by$the$secondary$electron$collector.$$It$has$been$
established$that$the$secondary$electron$collector$is$not$sufficiently$collecting$the$
electrons$stripped$from$the$HG$beam.$$In$principle,$these$electrons$should$be$
guided$by$several$magnets$in$a$conical$spiral$down$to$the$electron$collector,$
where$the$electron$collector$“collects”$the$electrons$and$prevents$them$from$
escaping$to$other$parts$of$the$system.$$Unfortunately,$it$has$been$shown$in$
periodic$photographs$of$the$electron$collector$that$not$all$electrons$are$being$
captured.$$Instead,$the$electrons$are$escaping$and$returning$to$the$region$around$
the$foil$and$its$assembly.$$These$uncaptured$electrons$have$been$shown$to$cause$
severe$damage$to$the$foil$assembly$at$high$beam$currents.$$In$Figure$4.1,$a$
picture$of$a$titanium$bracket$used$to$mount$the$stripper$foil$in$SNS$prior$to$any$
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$
Figure$4.1$=$Nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$on$titanium$bracket$prior$to$being$
inserted$into$SNS.$
$
$
$
Figure$4.2$=$Nanocrystalline$diamond$foil$on$titanium$bracket$after$being$
removed$from$operation$in$SNS.$
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beam$exposure$is$shown.$$In$Figure$4.2,$a$picture$of$the$foil$bracket$after$being$
removed$from$operation$in$SNS$illustrates$how$the$titanium$bracket$begins$to$
become$etched$and$the$foil$bracket’s$arm$begins$to$bend.$$This$indicates$that$that$
these$uncaptured$electrons$are$causing$damage$to$the$foil$and$only$increases$as$
beam$exposure$and$power$increase.$$In$retrospect,$this$damage$to$the$foil$bracket$
may$have$occurred$since$the$very$beginning$of$SNS.$$This$was$recently$
discovered$when$SNS$increased$its$beam$power$and$the$damage$to$the$foil$
assembly$became$more$severe.$$Proposals$have$been$discussed$to$determine$the$
best$method$to$remedy$the$issue$with$the$electron$collector.$$Unfortunately,$the$
electron$collector$is$located$in$an$area$of$very$high$radiation.$$One$method$to$
decrease$the$effect$seen$from$the$secondary$electrons$that$aren’t$captured$was$to$
change$the$location$of$the$foil$on$the$bracket$assembly.$$The$foil$was$placed$on$
the$backside$of$the$bracket$assembly,$which$allowed$for$an$approximate$5$mm$
change$in$the$foil$position.$$This$change$in$position$showed$less$foil$flutter,$but$it$
is$not$clear$whether$this$is$directly$related$to$changes$in$convoy$electron$
interactions$with$the$foil$and$its$assembly.$$Therefore,$additional$data$must$be$
accumulated$to$determine$whether$or$not$the$foil$position$within$SNS$continues$
to$have$a$substantial$effect$on$flutter.$
$
On$the$other$hand,$allowing$the$foil$to$interact$with$any$uncaptured$
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secondary$electrons$might$be$beneficial$to$the$overall$SNS$system.$$That$is,$
radiation$damage$from$the$secondary$electrons$will$continue$to$occur$in$the$area$
surrounding$the$foils$until$the$electrons$are$captured.$$Since$the$discovery$was$
made$that$the$secondary$electrons$weren’t$being$fully$captured,$the$ability$to$
find$a$solution$to$this$problem$continues$to$be$further$complicated$by$additional$
radiation$contamination.$$Since$the$foils$are$designed$for$relatively$easy$
intermittent$exchange$compared$to$the$other$surrounding$parts,$it$is$of$one$
thought$to$allow$the$secondary$electrons$to$interact$with$the$foil$as$opposed$to$
another$area$of$the$chamber.$$This$stance$to$allow$the$foils$to$capture$the$
electrons$is$sustainable$at$current$power$levels$in$SNS$(750$kW$to$1.200$MW),$but$
may$not$uphold$as$the$power$levels$increase$to$the$current$design$power$(1.400$
MW)$and$higher$(2.0$MW).$$$Therefore,$further$work$must$be$employed$in$the$
electron$collector’s$design$to$increase$foil$lifetime$and$performance$at$planned$
beam$power$increases.$
$
4.1.1.5$Flutter$comparison$
$ The$foil$flutter$in$SNS$and$the$FTS$has$been$shown$to$be$very$similar$in$
nature.$$Monitoring$foil$flutter$within$SNS$is$a$difficult$task$due$to$the$many$
obstacles$discussed$in$previous$sections.$$These$obstacles$include$the$foil$being$in$
a$very$highly$activated$area,$a$foil$window$that$darkens$with$time,$and$a$camera$
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that$requires$the$use$of$several$mirrors$and$a$telescope$to$view$the$foil.$$The$
camera$can$still$see$foil$flutter,$but$the$clarity$of$the$image$is$lacking.$
Additionally,$the$foil$flutter$is$seen$in$the$amount$of$beam$loss,$in$which$the$
beam$loss$increases$as$fluttering$increases.$$Since$it$was$rather$difficult$to$view$
and$monitor$the$foil$flutter,$the$FTS$could$be$used$as$an$alternative$for$
monitoring$and$testing$conditions$that$influence$flutter.$$The$first$thing$was$to$
determine$if$fluttering$was$a$function$of$the$60$Hz$pulsed$beam.$$Therefore,$a$test$
was$conducted$within$the$FTS$using$a$continuous$wave$(CW)$beam,$a$60$Hz$
pulsed$(P)$beam,$and$a$pulsed$and$rastered$(P/R)$beam.$$In$all$three$beam$
settings,$fluttering$occurred$with$a$similar$degree$of$intensity$and$at$a$random$
frequency.$$There$appeared$to$be$no$direct$relationship$to$the$frequency$of$the$
pulse$(i.e.,$60$Hz$pulse).$$The$next$test$was$to$determine$if$it$was$a$physical$
feature$that$influenced$foil$flutter.$$Fundamentally,$foil$flutter$is$influenced$by$
the$structural$rigidity$of$the$foil.$$Rips$and$tears,$lithography$pattern,$and$box$
top$design$affect$these,$and$it$was$therefore$a$major$part$of$this$research$to$see$
how$these$patterns$and$imperfections$influenced$flutter.$$In$this$series$of$tests,$a$
pulsed$(P)$and$a$pulsed/rastered$(P/R)$beam$were$used$to$determine$what$
physical$features$influenced$foil$flutter.$$The$first$set$of$tests$looked$at$physical$
defects$that$were$caused$by$postGgrowth$processing$and$handling.$$These$include$
both$tears$and$rips$in$the$foil,$with$a$horizontal$tear$in$the$diamond$foil$
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increasing$the$likeliness$of$the$foil$fluttering$(e.g.,$acts$like$a$hinge).$$Once$the$foil$
would$begin$to$flutter,$it$would$continue$to$flutter$until$either$the$beam$was$
turned$off$or$the$development$of$a$wrinkle$in$the$foil.$$The$development$of$any$
wrinkles$seemed$to$relieve$stress$within$the$foil$when$it$underwent$a$
transformational$change$(from$diamond$to$that$of$graphiteGlike$crystalline$
structure).$$$
$
A$vertical$rip$influence$on$foil$flutter$depended$on$the$location$of$the$rip.$$
Typically,$a$rip$in$either$the$boxGtop$lid$or$near$the$interface$of$the$freestanding$
diamond$and$silicon$handle$would$have$the$most$influence$on$foil$flutter.$$
Similar$to$a$horizontal$tear$discussion$earlier,$the$fluttering$of$foil$would$tend$to$
stop$once$the$foil$was$either$removed$from$the$beam$or$if$a$wrinkle$in$the$foil$
developed.$$The$foil$wrinkling$and$its$influence$on$foil$flutter$may$be$clearly$seen$
in$digital$evidence$that$was$recorded$by$a$JVC$camera.$$By$video$recording$the$
foil$while$being$exposed$to$the$electron$beam,$the$foil$can$be$seen$fluttering$very$
rapidly.$$The$fluttering$stops$once$wrinkles$in$the$foil$develop.$$The$next$couple$
of$issues$that$have$been$theorized$to$be$influencing$foil$flutter$is$charging$of$the$
foil$and$secondary$electrons$not$be$captured$by$the$electron$collector.$$
Unfortunately,$the$FTS$is$unable$to$determine$how$these$two$issues$influence$foil$
flutter.$$Therefore,$the$FTS$was$used$to$determine$how$physical$features,$
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lithography$patterns,$and$chemical$makeups$influence$foil$flutter.$$These$topics$
will$be$discussed$in$the$proceeding$sections$
$
4.2$ Stripper$Foil$Design$
$
A$major$goal$of$the$FTS$was$to$determine$how$different$physical$features$
of$foils$influenced$flutter$and$lifetime$of$foils$at$SNS.$$Two$major$design$features$
of$the$foil$have$been$tested,$the$lithography$patterns$and$the$boxGtop$lid.$$A$
discussion$of$these$two$features$will$be$discussed$in$the$proceeding$sections.$
$
4.2.1$ Lithography$
A$major$design$parameter$that$has$been$is$the$lithography$pattern.$$
Several$designs$have$been$implemented$over$the$years;$with$certain$patterns$
having$more$success.$$Some$of$the$patterns$that$have$been$implemented$were$
discussed$in$a$preceding$section,$and$include$an$UGshaped$design$with$either$100$
or$50$lines$per$inch,$a$checkerboard$pattern$in$the$shape$of$an$U,$a$series$of$
random$ellipses$covering$the$entire$foil,$a$concentric$ring$design$covering$the$
entire$foil,$a$series$of$sinusoidal$waves$in$an$UGshaped$pattern,$and$an$UGshaped$
pattern$with$square$corners.$$In$addition,$a$few$of$the$100$lines$per$inch$UGshape$
design$have$had$an$increase$depth$of$up$to$4$times$as$deep$compared$to$the$
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standard$UGdesign.$$Each$pattern$has$had$a$varying$degree$of$success,$with$the$
UGshaped$design,$both$the$100$and$50$lines$per$inch,$being$the$most$commonly$
used$lithography$pattern$within$SNS$and$the$FTS.$$This$pattern$has$proven$to$be$
very$successful,$providing$the$necessary$rigidity$to$the$foil$to$prevent$curling$of$
the$foil$after$the$silicon$substrate$is$etched$away,$as$well$as$keeping$the$foil$flat$to$
provide$a$uniform$plane$for$stripping.$$A$second$lithography$pattern$that$was$
very$successful$in$the$FTS$was$the$concentric$ring$pattern.$$By$having$a$
lithography$pattern$covering$the$entire$foil,$it$provided$additional$support$that$
tended$to$all$but$eliminate$foil$flutter$within$the$FTS.$$When$this$lithography$
pattern$was$implemented$in$SNS,$it$was$not$as$successful.$$This$lack$of$success$in$
SNS$can$be$because$of$several$factors,$and$additional$foils$with$this$type$of$
pattern$should$be$tested$in$SNS$to$better$quantify$results.$$A$third$pattern$that$
was$also$successful$in$the$FTS$was$the$fullGU$pattern.$$The$full$UGpattern,$similar$
to$the$concentric$ring$pattern,$provided$the$entire$freestanding$diamond$portion$
of$the$foil$with$structure$and$support.$$This$foil$has$not$yet$been$tested$in$SNS,$
but$seems$very$promising$with$the$minimal$foil$flutter$shown$in$the$FTS$at$
higher$intensities.$$A$comparison$of$four$different$lithography$patterns$in$the$
FTS$is$shown$in$Figure$4.3.$$It$was$found$that$flutter$is$most$severe$with$a$
random$ellipses$lithography$pattern$(purple$line),$where$the$flutter$frequency$
ranged$sporadically$from$approximately$50.0$Hz$to$30.0$Hz$while$the$foil$was$
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#
Figure'4.3'+'Comparison'of'Foil'Flutter'versus'Lithography'Pattern.
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undergoing#tests.##The#fluttering#was#greatest#at#the#initial#start#of#the#tests,#and#
would#later#slow#as#the#foil#increased#in#temperature#and#stress#in#the#foil#was#
relieved#from#the#development#of#wrinkles.##Flutter#improved#greatly#for#the#
Full=U#lithography#pattern,#which#decreased#in#frequency#to#approximately#28.0#
Hz#–#10.0#Hz#as#shown#in#Figure#4.3!(red#line).##Improvement#in#foil#flutter#
continued#for#both#the#Deep=Channel#U#(blue#line)#and#Concentric#Ring#(green#
line)#lithography#patterns#as#shown#in#Figure#4.3.##The#Deep=Channel#U#
lithography#pattern#decreased#to#18.0#Hz#–#5.0#Hz#and#the#Concentric#Ring#
decreased#even#further#to#10.0#Hz#–#2.0#Hz,#where#both#of#these#lithography#
patterns#had#little#to#no#observable#fluttering.##Additionally,#all#of#these#
lithography#patterns#would#have#a#higher#initial#flutter#frequency#before#settling#
into#a#slower#flutter#frequency#for#reasons#described#above#(e.g.,#development#of#
wrinkles#that#seem#to#relieve#stress#in#the#foil#and#cause#stabilization).#
#
4.2.2# Box=top#edge#
The#second#major#physical#feature#that#seems#to#influence#foil#flutter#is#the#box=
top#edge#(also#known#as#the#“box=top#lid”).##There#are#a#few#designs#to#the#box#
top#lid#that#have#been#tried#in#both#the#FTS#and#SNS.##These#designs#include:#a#
full#box=top#lid#around#all#of#its#edges#both#with#and#without#the#corner#cut;#a#
box=top#lid#around#all#edges#except#for#where#the#corner#has#been#cut#post#
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growth;#and#a#box=top#lid#around#all#edges#except#for#where#the#bottom#1#mm#of#
the#foil#that#has#been#cut#off#post#growth#(refer#to#Figure#1.26!to!Figure#1.29).##It#
was#found#through#multiple#tests#within#the#FTS#that#a#foil#with#a#full,#
continuous#box=top#lid#around#all#of#its#edges#performed#much#better#than#foils#
in#which#portions#of#the#box=top#lid#were#missing#or#removed.##The#box=top#lid#
seems#to#provide#additional#support#to#the#freestanding#diamond#portion,#in#
conjunction#with#the#lithography#pattern.##In#addition,#removal#of#the#box=top#
lid#post=growth#(either#at#the#corner#or#the#bottom#1#mm),#causes#hairline#
fractures#in#the#film.##These#fractures#later#become#rips#or#tears#when#the#silicon#
substrate#is#etched#away.##In#addition,#if#a#full#box=top#lid#was#intended#but#
portions#of#it#has#either#rips#or#tears,#the#foil#still#flutter#similarly#to#a#foil#having#
a#partial#box=top#lid.##These#results#have#been#seen#in#SNS#as#well.##Similar#to#the#
FTS,#foils#in#SNS#tend#to#flutter#if#there#are#any#defects#or#if#the#box=top#lid#is#
non=continuous.##Typically,#any#tear#or#rip#in#the#box=top#lid#will#act#as#a#hinge#
point#for#the#foil#to#flutter.##This#hinge#point#idea#has#been#seen#and#recorded#in#
the#FTS,#in#which#the#foil#tends#to#flutter#below#the#hinge#point#and#remain#
steady#above#it.##Initially,#it#was#theorized#that#the#additional#1#[m#thick#box=top#
lid#would#lead#to#additional#beam#scattering#and#beam#loss.##After#testing#
several#foils,#it#has#been#found#that#this#additional#thickness#actually#had#less#
effect#on#beam#scattering#and#beam#loss#than#foil#flutter.##Therefore,#prior#to#any#
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loading#of#the#foil,#the#foil’s#box=top#lid#is#examined#and#notes#are#made#of#any#
imperfections.##These#notes#are#given#to#SNS#operators,#who#use#the#descriptions#
of#each#foil#to#determine#what#foil#to#place#into#operation.##This#close#
communication#between#the#operators#and#the#Foil#Development#Team,#has#
helped#with#the#successful#operation#of#the#primary#stripper#foils#at#SNS.#
!
4.3! Stripper!Foil!Chemical!Make5up!
#
There#have#been#several#types#of#stripper#foils#tested#in#both#the#FTS#and#SNS.###
These#foils#include:#microcrystalline#and#nanocrystalline#foils#developed#by#
MPECVD;#nanocrystalline#foils#developed#by#hot=filament;#boron=doped#
diamond#foil#developed#by#MPECVD;#and#HBC#foils#developed#by#CADAD#
method.##The#diamond#foils#developed#by#MPECVD#and#hot=filament#have#
performed#the#best.##One#major#reason#for#this#success#is#the#immense#amount#of#
effort#and#research#placed#into#the#development#of#these#films#to#better#fit#the#
needs#of#SNS.##Since#their#initial#conception,#several#factors#of#these#foils#have#
changed.##These#changes#include:#increasing#the#size#of#the#foil#(both#the#vertical#
and#horizontal#direction);#alternating#the#ratio#of#gases#used#to#grow#the#films#in#
the#MPECVD#chamber;#optimizing#the#pre=growth#handling#of#the#foils#to#
assure#a#clean#and#uniform#surface#for#growth;#determining#the#optimal#
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temperature#and#gas#ratios;#and#enhancing#the#techniques#and#methods#of#
handling#the#films#post=growth.##The#large#amount#of#resources#placed#into#
improving#the#diamond#foils#developed#by#either#MPECVD#and#hot=filament#
has#led#to#a#very#reliable#foil,#making#it#become#the#standard#foil#used#within#
SNS#and#the#FTS.#
#
The#boron=doped#diamond#foils#developed#by#MPECVD#at#ORNL#had#quite#the#
success#as#well.##Development#of#these#foils#was#ceased#due#to#issues#with#the#
MPECVD#chamber.##The#MPECVD#chamber#issues#prevented#the#consistent#
growth#of#polycrystalline#diamond#films,#both#microcrystalline#and#
nanocrystalline,#from#being#developed.##Since#the#polycrystalline#films#are#vital#
to#the#success#of#SNS,#the#development#of#boron=doped#diamond#foils#was#
placed#on#hold#until#a#secondary#MPECVD#chamber#could#be#obtained.#
#
The#HBC#foils#developed#by#Sugai#had#very#little#success#within#SNS#and#the#
FTS.##The#HBC#foils#seem#to#work#quite#well#at#J=PARC#and#other#low#intensity#
accelerator#facilities.##The#HBC#foils’#growth#method#is#thickness#limited,#
meaning#only#a#certain#thickness#of#HBC#foil#can#be#grown.##This#thickness#
corresponds#to#an#aerial#density#of#approximately#175#[g/cm2.##Since#SNS#
requires#an#aerial#density#of#approximately#350#[g/cm2,#two#HBC#foils#of#
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approximately#175#[g/cm2#were#placed#back=to=back#to#meet#the#necessary#
thickness#requirement#for#SNS#(175#[g/cm2+#175#[g/cm2#=#350#[g/cm2).##These#
two#foils#were#held#together#by#fibers#(to#provide#support#and#keep#the#foils#flat)#
and#placed#into#SNS#for#production.##Following#a#similar#conditioning#and#beam#
ramp#up#protocol,#two#sets#of#HBC#foils#were#tried#and#failed#within#a#matter#of#
hours.##In#addition#to#the#failure#in#SNS,#the#HBC#foils#were#placed#into#the#FTS#
to#see#if#more#information#could#be#gathered#about#the#performance#of#the#HBC#
foils#under#SNS#conditions.##Unfortunately,#the#tests#were#inconclusive#since#the#
bracket#at#the#time#could#not#accommodate#the#use#of#fiber#supports.##With#the#
lack#of#fiber#supports,#the#HBC#foil#flutter#intensely#when#beam#was#placed#onto#
the#foil.##Additionally,#fluttering#continued#once#the#beam#was#removed#from#
the#foil.##Since#this#test#was#conducted,#the#FTS#has#been#modified#and#now#
allows#for#the#addition#of#fiber#supports.##These#tests#were#never#repeated#due#to#
the#two#failures#of#the#HBC#foils#within#SNS.#
#
# #
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Chapter!5.!Discussion!and!Future!Work!
!
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Since#Earnest#Rutherford#developed#the#first#accelerator,#the#field#of#accelerator#
physics#and#the#technology#associated#with#accelerators#has#grown#immensely.##
One#key#piece#that#has#been#used#at#several#accelerators#over#the#years#are#
stripper#foils.##The#initial#stripper#foils#developed#were#made#of#thin#layers#of#
carbon,#and#have#proven#very#successful#at#low#intensity#beams.##The#success#of#
these#carbon#foils#at#high#intensity#beams#was#unknown#until#the#development#
of#more#powerful#accelerator#facilities.#
#
In#the#late#1990’s,#the#Spallation#Neutron#Source#was#being#designed#to#become#
the#world’s#most#intense#pulsed#neutron#beam#accelerator#facility.##Once#
construction#began#on#the#facility,#the#development#and#design#of#new#
instrumentations#and#devices#followed.##One#major#focus#was#the#development#
of#a#stripper#foil#that#would#be#able#to#withstand#the#high#intensities#of#SNS#
beam.#
# #
The#Foil#Development#Team,#comprising#individuals#from#Oak#Ridge#National#
Laboratory,#the#Spallation#Neutron#Source,#and#the#University#of#Tennessee#at#
Knoxville,#was#assembled#to#meet#SNS’s#stripper#foil#requirements.##This#group#
of#individuals#has#a#broad#range#of#knowledge#and#experiences#that#include:#
chemical#vapor#deposition,#accelerator#physics,#and#thin#films.##This#diversity#
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has#had#a#positive#influence#on#the#development#of#stripper#foils;#leading#to#foils#
that#are#capable#of#withstanding#a#1.4#MW#SNS#beam.##Shaw#(ORNL)#and#
Feigerle#(UTK)#developed#the#capability#of#developing#polycrystalline#diamond#
films#by#utilizing#plasma#enhanced#chemical#vapor#deposition,#or#more#
specifically#microwave#plasma=enhanced#chemical#vapor#deposition#(MPECVD).##
Initial#research#of#polycrystalline#films#by#MPECVD#was#developing#
microcrystalline#diamond#films,#followed#by#development#of#nanocrystalline#
diamond#films.##Nanocrystalline#diamond#films#were#found#to#have#greater#
success#under#the#high#intensity#of#SNS#beam.###
#
A#typical#polycrystalline#diamond#film#is#deposited#on#a#corrugated#silicon#
substrate#by#MPECVD#with#a#dimension#of#17#x#45#mm#and#an#aerial#density#of#
350#[g/cm2#(corresponding#to#a#thickness#of#1#[m).##After#the#growth#of#the#
diamond#film,#a#30#mm#section#of#the#silicon#substrate#is#etched#away,#leaving#a#
15#mm#silicon#handle#with#a#30#mm#freestanding#diamond#foil#section.##This#
silicon#handle#can#then#be#used#to#provide#the#necessary#support#when#inserting#
the#foil#into#SNS.##Each#foil#is#typically#used#for#a#month#of#operation#before#
being#replaced#by#another#foil.##Periodically#changing#the#foil#helps#ensure#that#
SNS#is#reliable#for#all#of#the#researchers#that#visit#from#around#the#world.##Since#
SNS#is#used#by#such#a#wide#array#of#individuals#and#companies,#it#is#very#
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difficult#and#expensive#to#experiment#with#different#foil#properties#that#
influence#the#lifetime.###
#
Therefore,#to#better#test#foil#properties,#a#test#stand#was#designed#and#developed#
in#2009#that#would#allow#researchers#to#characterize#various#stripper#foil#
properties#and#help#determine#their#potential#performance#in#SNS.##This#test#
stand#consists#of#a#30#keV#electron#gun,#which#was#chosen#because#of#its#ability#
to#replicate#the#thermal#load#on#the#stripper#foils#and#still#be#a#tabletop#test#
stand.##The#electron#gun#has#a#maximum#current#of#5#mA#and#a#focused#beam#
size#of#0.300#mm2.##The#electron#beam#can#be#rastered#simultaneously#in#the#x=#
and#y=directions#at#a#frequency#in#both#directions#up#to#15,000#Hz.##By#
determining#and#comparing#the#stopping#power#of#a#30#keV#electron#versus#a#1#
GeV#proton,#it#was#found#that#an#electron#beam#that#had#a#current#density#of#1.6#
mA/mm2#deposits#the#same#power#density#on#a#diamond#foil#as#a#1.4#MW#SNS#
beam.##A#variety#of#experiments#were#conducted#using#the#FTS#to#determine#
what#influences#foil#flutter#and#lifetime.##These#experiments#included#
researching#how#corrugation#patterns,#aerial#densities,#and#foil#crystallite#size#
(microcrystalline#vs.#nanocrystalline)#affected#the#overall#expected#lifetime#of#the#
foil.##In#addition#to#lifetime#measurements,#the#FTS#was#used#to#measure#the#
temperature#and#emissivity#of#the#foil#at#a#variety#of#beam#settings.##Finally,#
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experiments#were#conducted#to#determine#how#and#under#what#beam#
conditions#the#nanocrystalline#diamond#converts#into#graphite.##
#
# !
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5.1! Potential!Modifications!of!FTS!
#
Multiple#experiments#and#modifications#to#the#FTS#have#taken#place#since#it#was#
first#conceptualized#in#2009.##Several#of#the#designs#have#allowed#researchers#
(SNS,#ORNL,#and#UTK#personnel)#to#test#a#wider#array#of#foil#types,#along#with#
determining#more#about#what#influences#foil#lifetime#and#foil#flutter.##Although#
there#has#been#great#success#with#the#FTS,#there#are#still#areas#of#research#into#
foils#that#can#be#explored#with#the#FTS.##One#potential#modification#is#to#alter#the#
sample#holder#to#allow#a#foil#to#be#rotated#while#in#the#FTS.##The#ability#to#rotate#
the#foil#has#been#theorized#by#some#to#increase#the#lifetime#of#the#foil#because#
the#location#of#where#the#beam#is#hitting#the#foil#is#constantly#changing.##This#
constant#movement#would#allow#for#potentially#lower#average#temperatures#on#
the#foil#than#what#is#seen#in#a#stationary#foil.##Another#modification#is#to#increase#
the#maximum#current#output#of#the#electron#gun,#along#with#the#electron#beam’s#
focused#spot#size.##By#increasing#both#of#these#aspects,#it#would#potentially#
eliminate#the#need#to#raster#the#beam#to#meet#the#necessary#spot#size#
requirement.##Additionally,#it#would#provide#further#insight#into#how#the#
primary#stripper#foils#will#perform#at#future#SNS#upgrades.#
!
# !
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5.2! Potential!Upgrades!to!SNS!
#
Several#design#modifications#of#SNS#have#taken#place#since#it#started#production#
in#2006.##With#such#a#complex#machine,#additional#modifications#and#designs#
have#been#planned#to#help#the#overall#success#and#reliability#of#SNS.##The#major#
modifications#that#are#of#importance#to#the#primary#stripper#foils#include:#
modifying#the#secondary#electron#collector#and#replacing#foils#with#lasers#to#
strip#the#hydride#beam#of#its#electrons.####
#
SNS#scientists,#Drs.#Sarah#Cousineau#and#Yun#Li,#are#currently#researching#laser#
stripping.##Their#proposal#will#lay#the#groundwork#for#the#implementation#of#
laser#stripping#at#SNS#and#other#accelerator#facilities.##There#are#many#obstacles#
and#benefits#to#laser#stripping#compared#to#stripper#foils.##One#of#the#major#
benefits#is#the#significant#decrease#in#the#amount#of#radiation#hazards#that#are#
formed.##One#of#the#major#obstacles#of#laser#stripping#is#the#lack#of#technology#
and#reliability#of#lasers.##Since#SNS#is#a#user#facility,#it#has#very#intense#and#
stringent#requirements#that#are#difficult#for#current#laser#sources#to#meet.##
Therefore,#additional#research#is#ongoing#to#bridge#this#gap.#
#
The#second#modification#to#SNS#is#the#design#and/or#modification#of#the#
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secondary#electron#collector.##Recent#operation#has#been#shown#that#the#electron#
collector#is#not#capturing#all#of#the#electrons#that#are#being#stripped#from#the#foil.##
The#uncaptured#electrons,#are#reflected#back#up#into#the#foil#and#its#assembly.##
At#low#intensities,#these#uncaptured#electrons#tend#to#only#influence#foil#flutter.##
However,#at#higher#intensities#it#has#led#to#parts#of#the#titanium#stripper#foil#
assembly#to#melt#and#become#significantly#damaged.##This#damage#is#of#great#
concern#since#it#increases#the#likeliness#of#a#foil#failure,#as#well#as#additional#
radiation#contamination.##
!
5.3! Future!Work!with!Stripper!Foils!
#
#
After#several#years#of#research#on#stripper#foils,#additional#work#is#still#being#
carried#out#to#determine#alternative#foil#designs#and#development#methods#to#
improve#overall#foil#design.##One#of#the#most#recent#breakthroughs#in#stripper#
foil#development#is#the#use#of#nanocrystalline#diamond#foils#developed#by#hot=
filament#deposition#at#BlueWave#Semiconductor.##The#foils#developed#by#
BlueWave#Semiconductor#have#shown#to#be#very#uniform#and#have#performed#
very#well#in#SNS.##One#major#benefit#to#using#hot=filament#deposition#is#the#
relatively#cheap#cost#of#the#system#compared#to#a#PECVD#system.##This#has#
become#an#issue#in#recent#months#as#the#growth#and#fabrication#facilities#at#
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ORNL#are#being#transplanted#to#SNS#site.##Prior#to#relocating#the#PECVD#system#
from#ORNL#to#SNS,#it#has#been#decided#that#a#new#PECVD#system#would#be#
designed#and#purchased#that#would#allow#the#growth#of#larger,#more#uniform#
foils.##An#additional#benefit#to#having#a#second#system#is#it#would#increase#the#
capability#to#develop#a#wider#array#of#foil#types#and#still#supply#SNS#with#
standard#stripper#foils.#
#
Other#design#modifications#to#the#stripper#foils#include#the#testing#of#different#
lithography#patters.##The#recent#success#of#a#lithography#patterns#that#covered#
the#entire#film#has#added#additional#interest#in#investigating#how#the#depth#of#
the#lithography#pattern#influences#foil#rigidity.##Other#design#parameters#
include#looking#at#previous#foil#designs#that#were#initially#overlooked#when#first#
developed.##This#includes:#development#and#testing#of#stripper#foils#with#only#
two#freestanding#sides#as#opposed#to#the#common#three#sides;#adjusting#the#foil#
dimensions#to#determine#how#the#overall#size#of#the#foil#influence#foil#flutter.###
#
Several#of#these#issues#with#the#stripper#foils,#SNS,#and#FTS#are#either#currently#
under#investigation#or#will#be#under#investigation#in#the#coming#months#and#
years.##By#continuing#to#experiment#with#foil#properties#and#determining#which#
aspects#of#the#foil#influence#performance#and#lifetime,#the#development#of#a#foil#
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that#will#be#able#to#reliably#withstand#all#of#SNS#power#upgrades#to#2.0#MW#and#
3.0#MW#is#within#reach.#
# #
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